
ManitobaMuseum@Home

ANIMAL ADVENTURES
Scavenger Hunt 

Watch the ManitobaMuseum@Home series of Animal Adventures videos, and go on a virtual scavenger hunt!  
See if you can find out the answers to the questions below, and submit your completed scavenger hunt for  
a chance to win a Manitoba Day Prize.

The Scoop on Scat
1. What clues do animals leave behind in nature? ___________________________________________________________________________________

2.  In the drawer, which animal’s scat has bits of fur in it? __________________________________________________________________________

3. What was in the black bear scat that no animal can digest? ____________________________________________________________________

The Porcupine of the Boreal Forest 

1. What is the porcupine eating? _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Do porcupines shoot their quills? ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. What animal can successfully hunt the porcupine? ______________________________________________________________________________

The Elk of Manitoba’s Parkland 

1. What season is the Elk Diorama set in? ____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What is in the puddle? _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Why does the Elk roll in the puddle? _______________________________________________________________________________________________

The Pliosaur: Giant of the Ancient Sea 
1. What marine reptile was the top predator in this Cretaceous seaway? _______________________________________________________

2.  What animal on Earth today can unhinge its jaw to eat large prey? __________________________________________________________

3. How old is the real pliosaur fossil? ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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